DOG FOULING
Everyone should be able to enjoy living in a clean and healthy environment - no one should have
to put up with the actions of irresponsible dog owners. In order to encourage responsible
behaviour and deter fouling, the TVBC and the Parish Council provide numerous dog bins and
has signs reminding dog owners to clear up after their dogs.
In 2006, Test Valley Borough Council brought in to force a Dog Control Order which makes it an
offence for a person to fail to clear up faeces after a dog in their charge, without reasonable
excuse, on any land within the Test Valley area which is open to the air and to which the public
have access to. A person found guilty of an offence may be fined up to £1000. A copy of the
Dog Control Order giving further details of the offence and exceptions that apply is available
here.
On 20 October 2017, the provisions of this Dog Control Order became enforceable in the same
way as a Public Spaces Protection Order by virtue of section 75 of the Anti-Social Behaviour,
Crime and Policing Act 2014. This will continue in force until 20 October 2020, unless the
Council varies or discharges the Order before that date.
If you are experiencing problems with dog fouling in your area, please report the matter to
TVBC. The Council's Animal Welfare Officer co-ordinates the action taken to confront persistent
dog fouling problems. Whilst it is not possible to patrol all problem areas regularly, some
additional targeted patrols may be carried out where persistent problems occur and we will
review all means at our disposal to deter and confront irresponsible behaviour.
Should you actually see for yourself a person not clear up after their dog then, when reporting the
matter to TVBC, it would be helpful if you could include the following types of information in order
to facilitate street cleaning and also for investigation purposes:
•

The location of the incident – the road / street and any reference points on it (e.g. nearest
house number)

•

Date and time seen - dog walkers usually take similar routes at similar times and so
having this information could help us to witness any further fouling ourselves.

•

Description of the dog – knowing the breed, colour, and size of dog may help us to locate
the offender.

•

Description of the dog walker, such as approx. age, sex, clothing and type of dog lead
used – such information may help to identify the person.

•

Finally, any evidence found on car dash cameras, web cams, mobile phones or CCTV
may be useful in investigating a suspected offence.

•

For further information please contact:

The Animal Welfare Officer
Tel: 01264 368000
Email: envhealth@testvalley.gov.uk
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